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Abstract: Detailed information about irrigation timing and water use at a high spatial resolution is
critical for monitoring and improving agricultural water use efficiency. However, neither statistical
surveys nor remote sensing-based approaches can currently accommodate this need. To address
this gap, we propose a novel approach based on the TU Wien Sentinel-1 Surface Soil Moisture
product, characterized by a spatial sampling of 500 m and a revisit time of 1.5–4 days over Europe.
Spatiotemporal patterns of soil moisture are used to identify individual irrigation events and estimate
irrigation water amounts. To retrieve the latter, we include formulations of evapotranspiration
and drainage losses to account for vertical fluxes, which may significantly influence sub-daily soil
moisture variations. The proposed approach was evaluated against field-scale irrigation data reported
by farmers at three sites in Germany with heterogeneous field sizes, crop patterns, irrigation systems
and management. Our results show that most field-scale irrigation events can be detected using soil
moisture information (mean F-score = 0.77). Irrigation estimates, in terms of temporal dynamics as
well as spatial patterns, were in agreement with reference data (mean Pearson correlation = 0.64)
regardless of field-specific characteristics (e.g., crop type). Hence, the proposed approach has the
potential to be applied over large regions with varying cropping systems.

Keywords: irrigation; Sentinel-1; surface soil moisture; high resolution; remote sensing; North-
ern Germany

1. Introduction

Irrigated agriculture plays a key role in ensuring food security by providing approxi-
mately 40% of the world’s food, despite covering only 20% of cropland globally [1,2]. For
instance, global cereal production would decrease by 20% without irrigation [3]. Irrigated
agriculture is responsible for more than 70% of freshwater withdrawals worldwide [4,5],
which in many cases leads to, e.g., groundwater depletion [6,7], soil salinization [8], degra-
dation of freshwater bodies [9] and nitrous oxide emissions [10]. By influencing the surface
water and energy balances by increasing soil moisture, irrigation is also an important
climate forcing [11,12]. The increased evapotranspiration (ET) driven by irrigation has
a regional cooling effect on land surface temperature [11,13], thus potentially masking
the full global warming signal on local and regional scales [14]. Global warming and the
expected change of precipitation patterns [15] resulting in a decrease of water availability
especially in already water-scarce regions will intensify the need for irrigation [16–18]. This
complex scenario will be further exacerbated by the increased needs of a more populous
world with rising living standards [19].
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Despite the importance of irrigation in the water–energy–food nexus, detailed infor-
mation on water volumes used in irrigated agriculture is still missing. Statistical surveys
are highly uncertain due to self-reporting bias, low temporal resolution and spatial in-
consistencies [20]. When available, irrigation statistics are usually delivered with a delay
of 1–3 years, spatially aggregated to regional or national scale and their quality is highly
variable [21]. Furthermore, such surveys do not account for illegal water abstractions [22].

Satellite remote sensing is emerging as a convenient means to map and quantify
irrigation water volumes, overcoming many of the mentioned limitations [23]. Optical and
thermal remote sensing have been used to estimate actual evapotranspiration (ET), which
can be coupled to the water-energy balance allowing to estimate irrigation volumes [24–29].
However, such observations are strongly affected by cloud conditions and atmospheric
transmissivity, limiting their use over regions characterized by frequent cloud cover [30].
Being a natural source of information on the amount of water entering the ground, soil
moisture is directly related to irrigation and precipitation. Ground measurements of soil
moisture have demonstrated great potential to accurately track and quantify irrigation [31].
Soil moisture derived from spaceborne microwave sensors has been used for the same
purpose [32–36]. However, the coarse spatial resolution of most soil moisture products
represents a major constraint for accurate irrigation water use retrieval [32,35]. In fact, the
irrigation signal of individual fields (most European fields range between 0.1 and 2 km2)
cannot be detected by current coarse resolution products (pixel size in the order of 20 km
× 20 km) as it is mixed with several other features, such as non-irrigated fields, various
land cover and land use types, mountains and valleys and water bodies [37].

The Sentinel-1 mission currently provides the richest freely available Synthetic Aper-
ture Radar (SAR) data source in terms of spatial resolution and revisit time [38,39]. The
payload of Sentinel-1 consists of a C-band sensor that is sensitive to changes in surface
soil moisture. Therefore, the retrieved Surface Soil Moisture product (S1-SSM) at 500 m
sampling through the TU Wien change detection method [40] has the potential to allow
monitoring irrigation on a (quasi) field scale. However, the temporal resolution of 1.5–4
days (over Europe) represents a challenge compared to coarse scale products, as the irri-
gation signal might no longer be visible after such a long interval [31,41]. Furthermore,
methods to estimate irrigation water volumes developed for coarse scale products are
not well suited for high-resolution datasets. For instance, Zaussinger et al. (2019) devel-
oped a framework exploiting the difference between remotely sensed and modeled soil
moisture, based on the assumption that the model does not include the irrigation signal,
while satellite observations do. Applying such an approach with S1-SSM would require a
modeled soil moisture dataset with comparable spatial resolution, i.e., based on accurate
forcing data at the kilometric scale. Alternatively, the SM2RAIN algorithm [42] has been
used to retrieve irrigation by subtracting rainfall from the total amount of water estimated
to enter the soil [32,33]. In addition, in this case, rainfall data at a comparable spatial
resolution (<1 km) would be necessary to derive irrigation water amounts. Unfortunately,
neither modeled soil moisture nor rainfall observations exist at the (sub-)kilometric scale
over Europe, let alone globally. Even though catchment- and region-specific datasets are
available, such localized datasets differ in terms of, e.g., representation of the water balance,
parameterization, modeled variables (e.g., depth) and measurement technique, making
regional results not comparable [43–45].

Hence, currently available information on irrigation, i.e., from statistical surveys,
optical, thermal and microwave remote sensing, is of limited value for a spatially detailed
assessment or a timely monitoring of agricultural water use. In this paper, we propose a
novel approach exploiting the spatiotemporal patterns of the Vienna University of Technol-
ogy (TU Wien) S1-SSM product in order to fill this gap, i.e., to detect individual irrigation
events and to quantify irrigation water amounts at a resolution of 500 m. Ideally, such
information should be derivable and consistent for any region, hence no additional datasets
(e.g., meteorological stations, modeled soil moisture and rainfall observations) should be
required. Hence, soil moisture dynamics of individual pixels were compared against the
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surrounding area, as irrigation occurring in a specific field (pixel) should be reflected by
a local increase in soil moisture, while the surrounding rainfed fields (pixels) exhibit a
different behavior. Our approach was tested and evaluated against field scale irrigation
water amounts reported by farmers at three sites in northeastern Germany, characterized
by different field sizes, cultivated crops and irrigation systems.

2. Materials
2.1. Study Sites

The analysis and assessment of the proposed method were carried out over three sites
located in Germany, hereafter referred to as Brandenburg_1 (BB1), Brandenburg_2 (BB2)
and Niedersachsen (NS) (Figure 1). According to the Koeppen–Geiger classification [46],
all sites have a Temperate Oceanic Climate (Cfb class). Temperature and precipitation
measurements for each site were acquired from the closest meteorological station through
the German Weather Service (DWD) Climate Data Center (CDC). Mean annual temperature
and precipitation for the study sites are approximately 9 ◦C and 550 mm, respectively. The
area is characterized by slightly higher precipitation during summer months compared
to the rest of the year. Similar soil conditions are found over the three test sites, with
sand content of approximately 55%, followed by silt (30%) and clay (15%) [47]. Hence,
the predominant soil texture class of the study sites is sandy loam [48]. The diversity of
cropping patterns in the investigated fields is reflected in the irrigation management, which
varies greatly in terms of frequency, amount of water distributed and the overall irrigation
period. Detailed information about the individual sites, directly provided by farmers, is
given below.

The BB1 site is composed of four center pivot fields ranging between 34 and 50 ha.
Reported irrigation doses for these fields are in the order of 15 mm per event; however, exact
measurements were not available. Dates of individual irrigation events were provided for
the 2018 growing season, recording a total of 48 irrigation events (i.e., on average 12 events
per field). The following crops were cultivated: potato, winter wheat and pea.

Eighteen center pivot fields constitute the BB2 site. The field size is on average
37.7 ha, and ranges between 12 and 116 ha. Dates of irrigation and related water amounts
(expressed in mm) throughout the 2019 growing season were reported for each field. The
average number of irrigation events per field was 6.4, with 27 mm of water distributed per
event. Grain maize was cultivated on half of the fields, while cereals (wheat, oat and rye)
and sugar beet were grown on the remaining fields.

The NS site comprises 49 fields, ranging from <1.5 to >30 ha (mean field size of 8.3 ha).
Irrigation dates and volumes for 2018, provided for each field were converted into water
heights. In total, 1168 irrigation events were reported for the NS site, with an average of
23.8 events per field and 13 mm of water per event. The dominant crops cultivated were
potato, sugar beet, summer barley and winter wheat. The irrigation system is not known.
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Figure 1. Location of the three study sites (base map from ESRI) and zoomed-in view of the indi-
vidual sites and fields (base map from Google). Sentinel-1 Surface Soil Moisture maps for 7 June 
2018, with non-agricultural pixels masked, are also shown. 
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Figure 1. Location of the three study sites (base map from ESRI) and zoomed-in view of the individual
sites and fields (base map from Google). Sentinel-1 Surface Soil Moisture maps for 7 June 2018, with
non-agricultural pixels masked, are also shown.

2.2. Sentinel-1 Surface Soil Moisture

The Sentinel-1 mission consists of two identical satellites, Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B,
launched in 2014 and 2016, respectively. The C-band SAR sensor onboard the satellites
provides in the Interferometric Wide swath mode backscatter observations with a Ground
Range Detected (GRD) nominal resolution of 20 m and 1 dB radiometric accuracy [40].
The mission observation scenario assures that each land location on the globe is observed
within 12 days. With both satellites in orbit, the European land and coastal waters are
systematically mapped within the constellation’s 6-day repeat cycle, in both ascending
and descending passes. However, with increasing latitude, a particular location might be
covered by two or more acquisition geometries, and the temporal resolution improves over
Europe to 1.5–4 days [40].

In this study, we used the 500 m-sampled Surface Soil Moisture product from Sentinel-
1 (S1-SSM) retrieved with the TU Wien change detection method [40], which serves as input
to the Copernicus Global Land Service (CGLS) 1 km Surface Soil Moisture product (named
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SSM1km). The latter is freely available and provided in Near-Real-Time (NRT) as daily
composites for Europe at a 1 km sampling. The pre-processing and retrieval algorithm
were described in detail by Bauer-Marschallinger et al. (2019) [40]. In short, the complexity
of the field-scale backscatter signal dictates a spatial upscaling of backscatter to 500 m, at
which scale the numerous features affecting the radar signal can be modeled robustly. The
upscaled backscatter is normalized to a reference radar incidence angle, and then linearly
scaled between localized dry and wet references. Hence, soil moisture is expressed in
relative terms as degree of saturation, but it can be converted to volumetric soil moisture if
information on soil porosity is available. Currently, the retrieved soil moisture product is
not corrected for the influence of vegetation changes on the radar backscatter signal [40],
potentially leading to seasonal vegetation biases.

In total, 227 S1-SSM pixels cover the three study sites; however, each satellite pixel
covers a diverse portion of the irrigated fields (Figure 2), i.e., the fractional irrigated area.
The latter is defined as the ratio between the area of irrigated field(s) observed by a S1-SSM
pixel and the pixel area. The majority of S1-SSM pixels covers only a small portion, i.e.,
smaller than 20%, of the irrigated fields over all sites.
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Figure 2. Number of S1-SSM pixels covering the reference irrigated fields, grouped by the pixel fractional irrigated area, i.e.,
the ratio between the irrigated area covered by a S1-SSM pixel and the pixel area.

2.3. Ancillary Datasets

The following ancillary datasets were resampled to 500 m and reprojected to the
Equi7Grid projection [49].

The Corine Land Cover (CLC) maps, with a spatial resolution of 100 m, represent a
complete and temporally consistent cartographic source of land use/land cover for Europe.
Here, we employed the 5th CLC inventory (CLC2018), which depicts land cover for the
period 2017–2018 [50]. To estimate irrigation water amounts, we considered only S1-SSM
pixels potentially subject to irrigation. Hence, we masked all pixels covered less than
50% by the following CLC classes: non-irrigated arable land (Class 211) and permanently
irrigated arable land (Class 212).

To monitor the vegetation status and development at each study site, we employed the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) obtained through the CGLS. The CGLS
NDVI product is based on data acquired by PROBA-V and is provided at 1 km sampling
as 10-day maximum value composite (https://land.copernicus.eu/global/products/ndvi,
accessed on 24 February 2021). We applied a rolling mean with a window size of 35 days
for noise reduction.

Information on soil porosity was used to convert the saturation degree provided by the
S1-SSM product to volumetric units similarly to Al-Yaari et al. (2019) [51]. We obtained clay,
sand and soil organic carbon content at 250 m resolution from the SoilGrids dataset [47]
at 0 and 5 cm depth. After spatial resampling, these variables were used to compute soil
porosity following the approach proposed by Saxton and Rawls (2006), who developed
numerous empirical relationships based on extensive laboratory data [52].

https://land.copernicus.eu/global/products/ndvi
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3. Methods
3.1. Detection of Irrigation Events
3.1.1. Determining the Irrigation Period

The irrigation period can vary considerably between different sites and among in-
dividual fields, depending on the specific combination of crop type, phenology and me-
teorological conditions. Hence, we investigated how the definition of the period of the
year potentially subject to irrigation, i.e., the irrigation period (IP), affects the detection of
irrigation. The first method uses default dates (IPdefault) for the start and end of season (SoS
and EoS, respectively): here, we selected the period from 1 May to 1 September based on
the most common timing of planting and harvesting for the major cultivars in the area [53].
The second solution analyzes the CGLS NDVI time series on a per-pixel basis to find most
likely irrigation period based on the crop phenological development (IPNDVI). For this
method, we first identified the date of vegetative peak, i.e., maximum NDVI between May
and August. Then, we determined the minimum NDVI values within four months before
and after the peak. Following Atzberger et al. (2013) [54], we defined the start of season as
the date with an NDVI value of at least 20% of the difference between the first minimum
and the peak. The end of season was derived using the same criterion. Pixels characterized
by an absolute difference in NDVI between the peak and the start of season smaller than
0.2 were disregarded, as well as pixels with a growing period (EoS–SoS) shorter than 75
days. The third method considers the ideal scenario in which the irrigation period for each
pixel is known, i.e., obtained from the reported irrigation dates (IPactual).

3.1.2. Identifying Irrigation Events

Then, we examined the temporal and spatial dynamics of soil moisture (SM) to
pinpoint individual irrigation events occurring within the defined irrigation periods. If
soil moisture increased between two consecutive acquisitions (at times t−1 and t), the
latest observation was flagged as potential irrigation event. To discern irrigation from
other factors causing a rise in soil moisture, e.g., precipitation and retrieval noise, we
compared the relative soil moisture increase of a pixel to that of its surroundings. Such a
criterion was preferred to other alternatives such as the comparison with rainfall as the
spatial mismatch between the S1-SSM resolution (500 m) and the coarse scale of most
rainfall datasets [55] would introduce an additional source of uncertainty. We calculated
the relative soil moisture increase as:

∆SMt =
SMt − SMt−1

SMt−1
(1)

both locally, i.e., to pixel i (∆SMt,local), and for the surrounding agricultural area (∆SMt,areal),
defined as the n× n pixel grid around pixel i. We assessed the benefit of using larger spatial
windows (n between 5 and 39 pixels, i.e., grid size between 2.5 and 19.5 km) compared
to the smallest possible surrounding window (n = 3 pixels, i.e., grid size = 1.5 km) that
served as benchmark. We assumed that meteorological conditions, e.g., precipitation and
temperature, found in the surrounding area were identical to those found at pixel i. To
ensure that potential differences between local and areal ∆SM estimates were not caused by
differences in vegetation water content and structure, we considered only surrounding cells
with NDVI values similar to pixel i. Hence, surrounding pixels were masked if the absolute
NDVI difference was larger than 0.15, similarly to El-Hajj et al. (2017) [56]. ∆SMt,areal was
then computed as the mean of relative increases (∆SM) of the unmasked surrounding
pixels after discarding the lowest and highest 10% values. The truncation ensured that
extreme ∆SM values, driven by, e.g., irrigation in surrounding fields and suspicious soil
moisture retrievals, did not influence the mean.

Finally, the ratio between local and areal ∆SM was calculated. Values larger than 1
indicate that pixel i becomes wetter than the surrounding area, while a ratio smaller than 1
implies that, on average, soil moisture increases more in the adjacent pixels. Ideally, if an
irrigation event occurs at pixel i, it would lead to a larger soil moisture increase compared to
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the neighboring cells. Several thresholds, i.e., SMratio_t, for the identification of an irrigation
event were tested, ranging from very inclusive (1.005) to conservative (1.6) values.

3.2. Quantification of Irrigation Water Amounts

For each detected event, the irrigation water amount was calculated as the soil mois-
ture difference between the two consecutive satellite acquisitions (Equation (2)):

Irrigation = SM∗t,local − SMt−1,local (2)

where SM∗t,local is the local soil moisture that would be found net of any precipitation
contribution occurring during the same temporal window. In fact, both precipitation
and irrigation can occur within the time between two consecutive Sentinel-1 acquisitions.
Assuming that a rainfall event would lead to a soil moisture increase of the surrounding
pixels (i.e., ∆SMt,areal > 0), we calculated:

∆SM∗t,local =

{
∆SMt,local − ∆SMt,areal , | ∆SMt,areal > 0

∆SMt,local , | ∆SMt,areal ≤ 0
(3)

SM∗t,local = (SMt−1,local · ∆SM∗t,local) + SMt−1,local (4)

where SMt−1,local is the soil moisture found locally, i.e., at pixel i, before the irrigation
event. Irrigation water volume was then converted to the corresponding water column
depth (i.e., expressed in mm) by multiplying it with the depth of soil for which S1-SSM is
representative [35], i.e., top 5 cm.

3.2.1. Accounting for Evapotranspiration

As sub-daily soil moisture variations cannot be captured due to the relatively low
temporal resolution of Sentinel-1, irrigation would be largely underestimated. Therefore,
we included simple formulations of evapotranspiration and drainage to adjust the retrieved
irrigation water heights.

We applied the Thornthwaite equation [57] to account for daily rates of potential ET
(PET) over each study area. This method was selected instead of the widely used Penman–
Monteith equation [58] because it requires only temperature as input. Therefore, it can be
easily calculated in the absence of meteorological stations measuring wind speed, humidity
and radiation, making it suitable for large-scale analysis. The original formulation by
Thornthwaite computes monthly PET (PETM), for a standard month of 30 days with a fixed
12 h photoperiod, as follows:

PETM = 16
(

10
T
I

)a
(5)

I =
12

∑
n=1

(0.2 T)1.514, T > 0◦C (6)

a = 6.75·10−7I3 − 7.71·10−5I2 + 1.7912·10−2I + 0.49239 (7)

where T is the monthly average temperature. Camargo et al. (1999) [59] obtained more
accurate results by replacing T with the effective temperature (Teff):

Teff = 0.5·k (3 Tmax − Tmin) (8)

with Tmin and Tmax denoting the daily minimum and maximum temperature of the month,
respectively. Following Pereira and Pruitt (2004) [60], we set k to 0.69 for estimating daily
PET (PETD). Furthermore, to account for the impact of the photoperiod (N), Teff was
corrected with the day-night ratio [60] as follows:

T∗eff = Teff
N

24−N
(9)
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N is the number of light hours in a day and is obtained based on the location of the
study site and the day of year. Daily potential ET was obtained dividing PETM by 30.
Actual ET is expected to be equal to PET after irrigation, i.e., not limited by soil moisture
conditions. As the exact timings of irrigation is unknown, we assumed the irrigation to
occur in the middle of two satellite overpasses. Hence, for each detected irrigation event,
we calculated the number of days (ndays) from the previous Sentinel-1 acquisition, and ET
losses were estimated as follows:

ETloss = PETD
ndays

2
(10)

3.2.2. Accounting for Drainage

Drainage from the top layer of the soil can be expressed through a power law equa-
tion [42,61]:

gt = a·SMb
t−1 (11)

where a [mm/day] and b [-] are related to soil properties and express the non-linearity
between the infiltration rate and the relative soil moisture content. The two parameters
were obtained from tabulated values and were set to 621 mm/day and 9.21, for a and
b, respectively, according to the soil texture class of the study sites [62,63]. Hence, we
expect that differences in the drainage rate among the test sites will not be affected by
site-specific soil characteristics. Small variations of soil texture, as in our case, were found to
be negligible on the observed saturated hydraulic conductivity [64]. Note that the amount
of water drained to deeper soil layers is calculated using the surface soil moisture of the
previous satellite acquisition (SMt−1). This formulation was adopted because the actual
soil moisture conditions immediately after irrigation are not known. The drainage water
loss at each irrigation event was obtained, as above, by multiplying the daily drainage (gt)
with half of the number of days (ndays) from the previous satellite acquisition:

gloss = gt
ndays

2
(12)

3.3. Evaluation

A detected irrigation event was classified as true positive (TP) if irrigation took
place within 5 days before and 1 day after the detected event. Conversely, if irrigation
did not occur during this temporal window, the detected event was set as false positive
(FP). The temporal window was based on the longest possible overpass time between
consecutive Sentinel-1 acquisitions (~5 days). We included a positive shift of one day to
account for uncertainties in the reporting of irrigation dates and differences in the timing of
irrigation and satellite overpass. For instance, Sentinel-1 observations acquired during the
descending orbit (approximately 5 a.m.) cannot detect an irrigation event occurring later
in the same day. Only the irrigation date was reported rather than the actual time of the
day. The number of detectable irrigation events might be lower than the total number of
irrigation events reported by a farmer. If two or more irrigation events occurred between
consecutive satellite acquisitions, they have been considered as one event [65]. The number
of undetected irrigation events, or false negative (FN), was obtained as difference between
detectable events and TP. Finally, precision (p) and recall (r) were calculated as:

p =
TP

TP + FP
(13)

r =
TP

TP + FN
(14)

Both p and r can vary between 1 and 0 (best and worst case, respectively). The F-score
is computed as harmonic mean of precision and recall. Furthermore, we assessed the
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agreement between the seasonally cumulated irrigation estimates against the reported data,
both qualitatively and quantitatively, in terms of Pearson’s correlation coefficient and bias.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Selection of Optimal Grid Size

Figure 3 shows the effect of various grid sizes on the calculation of the areal soil mois-
ture increases. ∆SMareal, calculated for n ranging between 5 and 39 pixels, was compared
against ∆SMlocal for each irrigation event, and the skill obtained for the smallest possible
surrounding window (n = 3 pixels) was then considered as the baseline to investigate the
benefit of using larger spatial windows. Improvements obtained for larger grid sizes com-
pared to the baseline (green dots) suggest that in some cases larger grids do not improve
the result, as a plateau is reached (e.g., BB1). In other instances, the differences in soil mois-
ture response between irrigated pixels (fields) and the surroundings (e.g., at the NS site)
monotonically increase with larger window sizes for ∆SMareal; hence, no optimal window
size could be determined. Furthermore, the mean differences are considerably higher for
the BB1 site, and to a lesser extent BB2, compared to NS. These results are the combined
effect of various factors, such as the irrigation system and management practices, field sizes
and heterogeneity of the surrounding landscape. Indeed, large differences are expected if
irrigated fields are surrounded by non-irrigated fields, or at least if irrigation does not occur
simultaneously in (most of) the fields within the spatial window used to compute the areal
soil moisture. Additionally, distinct soil moisture increases arise from the field-specific
irrigation system and/or management practices. For instance, sprinkler vs. drip irrigation,
as well as intermittent distribution of large amounts of water vs. frequent irrigation with
low volumes, would result in different optimal grid sizes. The marginal differences (orange
crosses), i.e., the relative improvement obtained by increasing n compared to the previous
grid size, shows consistent trends among the three sites. In fact, marginal differences
increased until spatial windows of 11–19 pixels and decrease afterwards. Therefore, we
selected n = 15 pixels as the optimal surrounding area for detecting field scale irrigation,
and the following analyses are based on this window size.
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4.2. Detection of Irrigation Events

Figure 4 illustrates the ability of the proposed method to detect individual irrigation
events depending on the SMratio_t value employed. The results refer to the irrigation
period based on known irrigation dates (IPactual), while the results obtained for IPdefault
and IPNDVI are provided in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S1) and summarized in
Table 1. Precision, recall and F-score are grouped by the fraction of irrigated area within
S1-SSM pixels. Some differences in the skill to track individual irrigation events among
the three sites are visible. For instance, at the BB1 site, both precision and recall were
satisfactory with values higher than 0.80 when considering SMratio_t values smaller than
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1.1. Hence, very few of the detected events were false positives, and only a small number
of irrigation events remained undetected. Conversely, the recall was rather low at the NS
site. The reason for this finding lies in the irrigation management used for most fields at
NS, consisting of frequent, often daily, application of small amounts of water. Hence, the
irrigation signal might not be visible depending on the amount of water allocated during
an irrigation event and the time occurring until the subsequent satellite acquisition [31,41].
This finding indicates that extensive irrigation leads to stronger soil moisture differences
between irrigated and rainfed pixels, and therefore to better discrimination of irrigation
events.
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Contrary to our expectation, the recall did not always improve with improving the
fraction of irrigated area covered by S1-SSM pixels (e.g., BB2). This finding can be ascribed
to the lower reliability of the S1-SSM product under densely vegetated conditions, as
vegetation water content and plant structure are wrongly attributed to soil moisture.
Hence, positive biases in the soil moisture retrieval are expected for pixels with high
irrigation fractions, likely characterized by more vigorous vegetation [40]. This may mask
actual soil moisture dynamics, i.e., drying and wetting. As a result, more irrigation events
were not detected, causing the recall to decrease. Similar findings were obtained by Bazzi
et al. (2020) [66], who reported that undetected irrigation events occur more frequently for
well-developed canopies (NDVI > 0.8). Indeed, C-band SAR was shown to be insensitive
to soil moisture for highly developed vegetation cover [67].

Table 1 summarizes the detection accuracy for the different combinations of SMratio_t
values tested and irrigation periods considered. The results are the averages of precision,
recall and F-score obtained for the different fractional irrigated groups weighted by the
number of pixels belonging to each group (Figure 2). Employing more inclusive, i.e.,
smaller, values of SMratio_t provided better recall scores, indicating fewer missed irrigation
events. Conversely, the precision was generally higher, even though with smaller gains, if
more conservative, i.e., higher, SMratio_t values were used. The F-score, which accounts for
both precision and recall, was consistently higher for SMratio_t smaller than 1.05, suggesting
that more inclusive thresholds provide better detection skill. In particular, the best overall
accuracy was found for SMratio_t equal to 1.01, hence further results on the quantification
of irrigation water amounts refer to events detected using this value.
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Table 1. Summary of detection accuracy (precision, recall and F-score) depending on the SMratio_t

value employed for discriminating soil moisture increases as irrigation and the irrigation period (IP)
considered. The highest F-score for each IP is shown in bold.

Site IP Metric SMratio_t

1.005 1.01 1.025 1.05 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6

BB1

default
p 0, 81 0, 81 0, 81 0, 81 0, 80 0, 89 0, 91 0, 90
r 1, 00 1, 00 1, 00 1, 00 0, 93 0, 85 0, 69 0, 64
F 0, 90 0, 90 0, 90 0, 89 0, 86 0, 87 0, 79 0, 75

NDVI
p 0, 37 0, 39 0, 39 0, 41 0, 41 0, 41 0, 44 0, 62
r 0, 91 0, 91 0, 86 0, 86 0, 74 0, 66 0, 61 0, 55
F 0, 53 0, 55 0, 54 0, 56 0, 53 0, 50 0, 51 0, 58

actual
p 0, 87 0, 87 0, 86 0, 86 0, 86 0, 88 0, 87 0, 87
r 0, 98 0, 98 0, 97 0, 96 0, 89 0, 82 0, 67 0, 62
F 0, 92 0, 92 0, 91 0, 91 0, 87 0, 85 0, 76 0, 72

BB2

default
p 0, 37 0, 37 0, 37 0, 37 0, 37 0, 35 0, 35 0, 39
r 0, 91 0, 91 0, 90 0, 89 0, 89 0, 86 0, 74 0, 61
F 0, 52 0, 53 0, 53 0, 52 0, 52 0, 49 0, 48 0, 48

NDVI
p 0, 21 0, 21 0, 21 0, 21 0, 22 0, 23 0, 22 0, 24
r 0, 88 0, 88 0, 88 0, 87 0, 87 0, 76 0, 68 0, 54
F 0, 34 0, 34 0, 34 0, 34 0, 35 0, 35 0, 34 0, 33

actual
p 0, 67 0, 66 0, 64 0, 64 0, 65 0, 65 0, 63 0, 61
r 0, 88 0, 88 0, 88 0, 87 0, 87 0, 76 0, 68 0, 54
F 0, 76 0, 75 0, 74 0, 74 0, 74 0, 70 0, 65 0, 58

NS

default
p 0, 66 0, 66 0, 66 0, 67 0, 68 0, 69 0, 69 0, 75
r 0, 54 0, 53 0, 52 0, 51 0, 49 0, 42 0, 37 0, 33
F 0, 59 0, 59 0, 58 0, 58 0, 57 0, 52 0, 48 0, 46

NDVI
p 0, 59 0, 59 0, 59 0, 61 0, 61 0, 62 0, 67 0, 67
r 0, 55 0, 55 0, 53 0, 52 0, 50 0, 47 0, 38 0, 34
F 0, 57 0, 57 0, 56 0, 56 0, 55 0, 53 0, 49 0, 45

actual
p 0, 91 0, 91 0, 91 0, 89 0, 91 0, 91 0, 91 0, 92
r 0, 48 0, 48 0, 45 0, 45 0, 44 0, 38 0, 33 0, 29
F 0, 63 0, 63 0, 60 0, 60 0, 59 0, 53 0, 48 0, 44

The F-score obtained when known irrigation dates were used to constrain the irrigation
period (IPactual) outperformed the results obtained for IPdefault and IPNDVI. Specifically,
the latter recorded the lowest scores among the three irrigation periods considered. A
possible reason for this outcome is the difficulty to establish a widely applicable relationship
between the growing cycle and the irrigation period, as this might strongly vary among
different crops [3,44,68]. Furthermore, the definition of IPNDVI employed here might be not
well suited for, e.g., sequential cropping patterns characterized by winter cereals followed
by summer crops, as found in many fields at BB2 site. The irrigation detection considering
IPNDVI, and to a lesser extent IPdefault, was skewed for these fields, with irrigation events
identified before the actual start of the summer crop cycle, i.e., either wrongly attributed
rainfall or irrigation occurred during the last stages of the winter crops. Indeed, the F-score
increased from 0.34 (0.53) to 0.75 from considering the IPNDVI (IPdefault) to IPactual. In line
with López Valencia et al. (2020) [69], we conclude that a correct definition of the start and
end of season is critical to higher detection accuracy.

Le Page et al. (2020) [70] analyzed the detection of irrigation events over six fields
in France using the S2MP product [56] and reported F-scores ranging between 0.31 and
0.80 (average 0.69). Notwithstanding the benefit of monitoring soil moisture on a field
scale, hence avoiding the presence of mixed pixels (i.e., S2MP), we obtained comparable
results. However, S2MP is (currently) only available for few selected sites (https://www.
theia-land.fr/en/product/soil-moisture-with-very-high-spatial-resolution/, accessed on

https://www.theia-land.fr/en/product/soil-moisture-with-very-high-spatial-resolution/
https://www.theia-land.fr/en/product/soil-moisture-with-very-high-spatial-resolution/
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24 February 2021), while the S1-SSM product is generated for the entire Europe. Bazzi et al.
(2020) [65] developed a decision tree method based on Sentinel-1 backscatter observations
to detect irrigation events at the plot scale and to further discriminate between irrigated
and rainfed fields. With their approach, the authors were able to correctly identify 84%
of the irrigation events, i.e., precision, over three plots in Montpellier (South-east France).
These results are similar to those observed in our study considering IPactual, i.e., precision
equal to 0.87, 0.66 and 0.91 for the three sites tested.

Overall, the ability to detect individual events was very satisfactory over the three sites
(F-score of 0.92, 0.75 and 0.63 for the BB1, BB2 and NS sites, respectively) employing IPactual,
and only slightly lower considering IPdefault (0.90, 0.53 and 0.59). Hence, our findings
suggest that most of the irrigation events occurring in a field can be detected and discerned
from precipitation using the TU Wien S1-SSM product with 500 m sampling and 1.5–4 days
temporal resolution.

4.3. Quantification of Irrigation Water Amounts

Figure 5 depicts the median values of the irrigation amounts retrieved throughout the
growing season for each pixel, grouped by the fraction of irrigated area within each pixel.
Differences between the NS and the BB sites are consistent with the information reported by
farmers. All fields at both BB locations were equipped with center pivot systems and were
generally characterized by higher irrigation volumes per event compared to the NS site.
Most of the BB fields were subject to a limited number of (temporally) distinct irrigation
events, each characterized by extensive water distribution. Conversely, most fields at the NS
site underwent numerous irrigation events with smaller amounts of water distributed. The
diversity in irrigation practices is clearly reflected in Figure 5, where the estimated irrigation
at the NS site is systematically lower compared to both BB1 and BB2 sites. Furthermore,
the estimated irrigation was found to increase with increasing the fraction of irrigated
pixel. Indeed, higher irrigation amounts are expected over largely irrigated pixels, at least
given identical irrigation system and similar management practices. Overall, these findings
indicate that the proposed algorithm can effectively retrieve irrigation heights regardless
of field-specific features, i.e., distinct irrigation systems and management practices.
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For each irrigation event, we further differentiated the contribution to the total irri-
gation water height coming from ∆SM, ET and g (Figure 6). Overall, we found that ET
was predominant compared to ∆SM and g in accordance with Dari et al. (2020) [71]. The
average ET contribution over the three test sites varied between 45% and 66% of the total,
while the contribution of soil moisture variation ranged between 21% and 33%. Similar
to Jalilvand et al. (2019) [33], the drainage term was in most cases negligible (median
= 0); however, some peaks occurred, especially at the BB1 and BB2 sites. This finding
can be ascribed to two main drivers: the lack of a dynamic vegetation correction in the
S1-SSM retrieval algorithm and the (occasionally) long time between consecutive satellite
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acquisitions. Because of the first factor, i.e., vegetation changes are not accounted for in
the retrieval, soil moisture was overestimated for pixels with very dense and vigorous
vegetation. As drainage is proportionally related to soil moisture, positively biased soil
moisture would lead to overestimated drainage rates (see Equation (11)). Similarly, the
amount of water lost through drainage increases with increasing time between two consec-
utive satellite overpasses (see Equation (12)). The average Sentinel-1 temporal resolution
over the study sites was of approximately 1.5–2 days; however, a few long gaps (>8 days)
were found for the BB1 site and to a lesser extent for the BB2 site. Obviously, if both factors,
i.e., positively biased soil moisture and long gaps between satellite acquisitions, occurred
simultaneously, the estimated drainage losses were distorted and not representative of
actual conditions.
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Figure 7 shows time series of spatially aggregated irrigation heights, both estimated
and reported by farmers, aggregated to a weekly interval. The irrigation dynamics esti-
mated for the BB1 site correspond well with the reference data. However, irrigation was
significantly overestimated in June, mostly due to drainage, as shown in Figure 6. At
the BB2 site, only a moderate agreement between the reported and estimated irrigation
heights was found. Most notably, large underestimations can be observed at the beginning
(April–May) and end (August–September) of the growing season. A possible explanation
for this result can be attributed to the overall wetter conditions found during both periods,
driven by abundant precipitation. Additionally, a pronounced drop in estimated irrigation
is visible around mid-July. After a close inspection of the S1-SSM data, we found that
(on average) more than 14 acquisitions per month were available for this location during
the period May–October 2019. However, in July, there were fewer than 12 observations,
resulting in a lower temporal resolution. As shown in Figure 4, the recall score for the BB2
site worsened, i.e., more events were missed, for pixels with a large irrigation fraction. As
a result, the retrieved irrigation water heights for such pixels were greatly underestimated,
leading to the observed drop in the spatially averaged irrigation time series. We found good
agreement between reported and estimated irrigation dynamics at the NS site; however,
the magnitude of the retrieved irrigation was significantly lower. This outcome stems from
the numerous missed irrigation events, as reflected by the low recall (Figure 4), due to
the irrigation management employed across most fields at the NS site. Besides, only one
irrigation event was assumed to take place within two consecutive satellite acquisitions,
which was defined to occur in the middle (see Equation (10)). However, this was often
not the case for most fields at the NS site, where daily irrigation could sustain higher ET
rates, leading to considerably higher ET losses than estimated (Figure 6). Overall, irrigation
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dynamics were captured moderately well, and discrepancies with reference data were
largely the result of inherent S1-SSM characteristics (e.g., lack of vegetation correction and
revisit time).
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Figure 7. Time series of spatially cumulated irrigation water heights, aggregated on a weekly basis. Estimated irrigation,
with the explicit contribution of each term to the total, is compared against reference data reported by farmers.

We further evaluated the agreement between reported and estimated cumulative
irrigation water heights throughout the growing season for all irrigated pixels (Figure 8).
Note that results refer to irrigation events detected considering the irrigation period based
on known irrigation dates (IPactual). At the BB1 site, we found Pearson’s correlation equal
to 0.75 and a small positive bias (8 mm), indicating that the retrieved irrigation was
slightly overestimated, mostly because of the high drainage contribution (as highlighted
in Figures 6 and 7). Such an overestimation could also be the result of the approximate
reference irrigation data reported for BB1, i.e., no exact measurements were available.
Conversely, BB2 and even more prominently NS are characterized by negative biases
(−50 and −98 mm, respectively), denoting an underestimation of the retrieved irrigation
heights. Nonetheless, good correlation values were found (0.73 and 0.44 for BB2 and NS,
respectively). The results obtained for IPdefault and IPNDVI show similar trends as IPactual
with respect to the three test sites; however, slightly lower agreement was found against
the reference data (Figure S2). It should be noted, however, that the present method only
accounts for the irrigation water entering the soil. The irrigation efficiency, i.e., water losses
due to leakage, wind drift and canopy interception, which is specific for the irrigation
system and the environmental conditions at the time of irrigation [72], is not considered.
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These results are in line with those of Dari et al. (2020) [71], who found Pearson coeffi-
cient ranging between 0.58 and 0.81, and biases from −337 to 80 mm. Other studies based
on coarse resolution soil moisture products reported lower accuracies between reference
and estimated irrigation water heights [35], while Jalilvand et al. (2019) [33] found high
correlation (0.86) over few largely irrigated pixels in a semi-arid region after accounting for
biases. Finally, no differences in the skill of the proposed irrigation retrieval approach were
found depending on the cultivated crop, suggesting that it could be effectively employed
over a wide range of crop types.
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4.4. Improvements and Transferability

The irrigation retrieval proposed in this study proved adequately accurate; nev-
ertheless, additional refinements could be directed to the estimation of drainage and
evapotranspiration. For instance, the modified version of the Thornthwaite equation em-
ployed in this analysis could be further refined by applying a linear interpolation between
monthly estimates of potential ET, ensuring smoother daily dynamics. Furthermore, the
Thornthwaite equation, chosen to guarantee its applicability even in the absence of me-
teorological stations, could be replaced when such information is available by, e.g., the
Penman–Monteith approach [58]. Alternatively, remotely sensed or model-based estimates
of either potential or actual ET could be employed, such as products from MODIS [73,74]
or ERA5-Land [75]. To minimize the negative effect of the occasionally long satellite revisit
time on the estimation of both g and ET, a maximum threshold of three days between
consecutive acquisitions could be introduced [31]. It should also be highlighted that the
amplitude of the estimated irrigation water amounts is strongly related to the accuracy of
the soil porosity data used to convert soil moisture from saturation degrees to volumetric
content.

Employing the TU Wien Sentinel-1 Surface Soil Moisture [40] product yielded promis-
ing results for both the detection and quantification of irrigation at 500 m. It is worth
emphasizing, however, that the lack of a dynamic vegetation correction module in the
retrieval algorithm was seemingly the main cause of poor detection accuracy during the
peak of the growing season. In addition, the drainage term was, in a few instances, largely
overestimated because of soil moisture values close to saturation originated by the effect
of vegetation on backscatter. Hence, a vegetation correction module in the retrieval al-
gorithm is expected to greatly improve the performance of the S1-SSM product [40], and
consequently our results for both the detection and the quantification of irrigation.

Currently, the framework presented in this study could be applied to entire continental
Europe. The results presented in this study highlight the importance of correctly defining
the irrigation period. The IPactual scenario was included to show the accuracy potentially
achievable in an ideal case; however, alternative methods need to be developed to obtain
reliable irrigation periods in more realistic settings, e.g., for irrigation retrieval at regional
(or continental) scale. For offline analysis, this could be achieved by inferring the dominant
crop within each pixel [76–80], and subsequently deriving irrigation time windows based
on the specific combination of crop type and location (i.e., meteorological and environmen-
tal characteristics). In a real-time application, proxies of vegetation development represent
the best solution to infer such an irrigation period. Here, we selected NDVI, but recent
studies have shown the great potential of using the Sentinel-1 backscatter (e.g., cross-ratio)
as an alternative to optical sensors [81–85]. Furthermore, the application of this framework
over large areas would require an accurate identification of irrigated fields in order to
narrow the irrigation retrieval only to those pixels, hence using spatially detailed maps of
irrigated fields (e.g., [86,87]).

Notwithstanding the applicability of the proposed method at the continental scale, it
is worth emphasizing that the effectiveness of the irrigation detection and quantification
will depend on a number of different factors, including the satellite revisit time, irrigation
system and management and fractional coverage of irrigated fields. Precise retrievals can
be expected for pixels (and regions) characterized by good Sentinel-1 temporal coverage,
i.e., shorter than three days. The launch of the new Sentinel-1 C, planned for 2022 [88],
would lead to considerable increase of the temporal resolution, hence improving the overall
skill of the approach. Additionally, the method presented in this work is expected to be
more sensitive to irrigation systems characterized by low efficiency, such as gravity and
sprinkler irrigation, as the irrigation signal due to soil wetting is more pronounced in the
retrieved soil moisture [35]. Furthermore, both field size and field coverage by satellite
pixels are crucial factors for successful detection and quantification tasks. In fact, the
irrigation signal coming from small fields (<<25 ha) will be mixed, and possibly masked, by
the surrounding features observed by the same satellite pixel. In addition, large irrigated
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fields (≥25 ha) can be subject to the same issue if covered by various satellite pixels, i.e.,
depending on the satellite sensor observation geometry. This issue could be addressed by
testing downscaled SSM products [37,89] available at sub-field scale.

5. Conclusions

We present a novel methodology harnessing the spatial and temporal patterns of the
TU Wien Sentinel-1 Surface Soil Moisture product for the detection and quantification
of irrigation at 500 m sampling. Disentangling the effect of field-scale irrigation on the
retrieved soil moisture is not straightforward, as the latter is affected by various other
factors. The irrigation retrieval includes formulations of drainage and evapotranspiration
losses because of their considerable impact on soil moisture variations at sub-daily time
scales. One of the key advantages of this method compared to other approaches based on
microwave soil moisture data is that it does not rely on additional datasets, which either
are available over large scales but only at coarse resolution or exist at (sub-)kilometric
resolution but only at the catchment or regional scale. We quantitatively assessed the
proposed methodology against irrigation data provided by farmers at three sites with
distinct characteristics in terms of cultivated crops, field size and irrigation system, allowing
a thorough investigation of strengths and limitations of the approach. Specifically, we are
able to draw the following conclusions:

• A correct definition of the irrigation period (typically only a subset of the whole year)
is crucial as it leads to better discrimination of individual events.

• Simple formulations of evapotranspiration and drainage improved the irrigation
estimates while ensuring the applicability to large regions and locations without
meteorological stations. More sophisticated representations of these processes are
expected to further improve the irrigation retrievals.

• The proposed approach can provide accurate irrigation estimates at a spatial resolution
of 500 m regardless of field-specific characteristics (e.g., crop type).

Notwithstanding uncertainties in the estimated irrigation water amounts, we were
able to provide valuable information about spatial patterns and temporal dynamics of
irrigation at unprecedented scales. Hence, the method presented here has the great po-
tential to contribute to a better monitoring of irrigation trends, in both space and time,
at quasi-field scale. Future work will be directed towards improving the formulations
of evapotranspiration and drainage, as well as replacing NDVI with Sentinel-1-derived
vegetation proxies (i.e., cross ratio). Furthermore, the analysis will be extended to larger
(e.g., country) scales.
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.3390/rs13091727/s1, Figure S1: Detection accuracy expressed as precision, recall and F-score, for the
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pixel comparison of cumulative irrigation water heights between estimated and reference data for
the irrigation period based on: (a) default dates; and (b) NDVI-derived phenology.
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